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Introduction.

In this paper, we give a characterization of Gorenstein orders over a com-

mutative (/-dimensional Gorenstein local ring (Theorem 1.1) and study some

special classes of Gorenstein orders (Theorem 2.1). Auslander called an order

A Gorenstein if J* = A as vi-yf-bimodules [2]. Our definition of Gorenstein

orders is more general and there are other interesting orders between our sense

of Gorenstein orders and that of Auslander's. These orders are studied in

Theorem 2.1.

Let R be a commutative d-dimensional Gorenstein local ring with its maximal

ideal m. Following Auslander [2], an i?-algebra A is called an R-order if A is

a finitelygenerated maximal Cohen-Macaulay i?-module such that HomR{A, R)v

is a projective J°p-module for all nonmaximal prime ideals p of R. We call an

i?-order A Gorenstein if A*=HomR(A, R) is a projective Jop-module. It is easily

seen that the definition of Gorenstein orders is left-right symmetric and alsc

that A* is a progenerator for mod A when A is Gorenstein. In a classicalcase,

thatis, R being a discrete valuation ring, Gorenstein orders and their represen-

tation theories are widely studied (cf. [4, 7]). They are mostly the parallel

results with those of QF algebras over a field. Gorenstein orders include both

classicalGorenstein orders and QF algebras over a field. Thus many results for

classicaland algebra cases can be extended to our cases, and we give the most

basic ones in sections 1, 2. In section 3, we give various examples concerning

Gorenstein orders.

We define some more definitionsand notation. We call M a y!-latticeif it

is a finitelygenerated ^-module and a maximal Cohen-Macaulay 7?-module such

that, Mp, respectively UomR(M, R)p is a projective Av, respectively J^-module

for all nonmaximal prime ideals p of R. The category of all ^-lattices is

denoted by X(A). All modules are considered as right modules. Left modules
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are regarded as right modules over an opposite ring. We denote the category

of all finitely generated J-modules by mod A. We put Ext^―dim A―

sup{/^0; Ext^(i4, A)^§＼ for Pernod A[jo]. In what follows, all the notation and

definitionsprovided above are preserved.

1. A characterization of Gorenstein orders.

In this section, we give a characterization of Gorenstein orders and study

the related topics. We see that Gorenstein orders are natural extension of both

commutative Gorenstein rings and QF algebras over a field.

Theorem 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent for an order A over

a d-dimensional Gorenstein local ring R.

1) A is a Gorenstein order.

2) injdimyl = J.

3) Ext^―dim S=d for all simple A-modules S.

Moreover, if R is complete and A is basic, then every conditionabove is equivalent

to

4) A*=tA=At for t^A*M

The proof of this theorem needs several lemmas. Firstly, we quote the

definitionand properties of injective lattices from [2]. A lattice / is called an

injective latticeif every exact sequence 0->/―>.X―>F->0in X(A) splits. It holds

that / is an injectivelatticeif and only if there is a projective lattice P in

X(Aop) such that I^EomR(P, R) if and only if Ext}(, /)lxo<>=0([2, Ch I, Pro-

positions 8.1, 8.2]).
/1 fz

Let X^X(A) and let 0->Z->/0->/i-> ･･･be an injective resolution of X in

X(A) ([2, Ch I, Proposition 8.2]). This means that the above sequence is exact

and each /,-(j=0, 1, ･･･) is an injective lattice. Note that Ext^(A X) =

Ext^, Im/j.i) for all A(e£(A) by [2, Ch I, Proposition 8.2 b)].

Definition. Let X^X(A). We call that X has an injective latticedimen-

sion t, denoted by inj X dim X―t, if Ext5i+1(,X)＼sa->=R and Extjj(, X)＼Xa^Q-

The following lemma whose proof is standard is very useful because it re-

duces the computations of injective dimensions to those of projective dimensions.

Lemma 1.2. Let X^X{A). Then injdim^=oo // and only if inj X dim X

= oo, and if inj dim X is finitethen

ini dim X=ini X dim X+d .
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Proof. If inj JTdim X―<x>, then injdimZ=oo. So it is sufficientto show

that if inj
≪T

dim X=t<c*> then inj dim X=t+d. Let 5 be an arbitrary simple

A -module and QlS the z-th syzygies of S(/=0, 1, ･･･)･ It holds that QlS(=X(A)

for i^d by [2, Ch I, Proposition 7.3]. So we have Exttfi+＼S,X^Ext'/WS, X)

=0 for all i^d and all simple J-modules S which implies injdimX^d+£ by

[6, Proposition 2.7]. There is a lattice A^X(A) such that Ext^(^4, X)=£0. We

have a maximal yl-sequence xu ■■■, xd^m. Applying Ext^(, X) to an exact
xi

sequence O-^A-^-A-^A/Ax^Q we get an exact sequence

ExtXA, X) ―^> Ext*,(i4,X) ―> ExttfKA/Axu X).

Thus ExtA~＼A/Axlt X)J=0 by Nakayama's Lemma. Repeating this procedure for

*2, ･･･,xd we get Extt/d(.A/A(xi, ･■･,xd), X)^0. Hence we have inj dim X=

t+d.

Corollary 1.3. Let X(EX(A) and projdim X* finitewith X*=HomR(X, R).

Then inidim Z=proi dim X* + d .

In Example 1 of section 3, we use Corollary 1.3 and compute self-injective

dimension of the order which has finite self-injectivedimension but is not

Gorenstein.

We prove the following about the condition 4) of Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 1.4. Let A*=tA = At. Then Xt=O or tX=O, for X^A, implies ^=0

Proof. We have O=Xt(fi)=t(fiX)=tft(k)for all p^A. Thus X is

kernel of the canonicalhomomorphism A->A** which is an isomorphism.

^=0.

in the

Hence

Proof of Theorem 1.1. 1)<=≫2): A is Gorenstein.^projdimj4opyf*=0≪

injdim A = d by Corollary 1.3. By [6, Corollary 2.8] we have 3)=}2). We shall

prove 1)=}3). Let 0->i?->/0->/i-> >Id-*0 be a minimal injective resolution of

R. Since R is Gorenstein and ^ is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay i?-module, we

have ExtkiA, R)=0 (i^l), so that (*) 0-*HomR(A, R)->HomR(A, I0)->･･･->

Hom/2(J, /d)->0 is exact and Homfl(yf, /j)(OfS/^d) are injective J-modules. Let

S be a simple .//-module. Applying Hom^S, ) to the sequence (*) we get the

complex 0―Hom^S, HomR(A, /0))-> >-Homyi(S,HomR(A, /d))->0. Since S is an

i?-module of finitelength, we have Hom^S, HomR(A, Ij))^UomR(S, Ij)=0 for

/=0, ･･･, d ―1. Thus ExtJi(S,^^^Hom^S, HomR(A, Id))=zHomR(S, Id)±0. By

1) yi* is a progenerator, so that Ext^(S, A)^0. Since ini dim J=sup{Ext^―
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dim S; S is simple} by [6, Corollary 2.8],we have Ext^―dim S=-d for all simple

J-modules S. This proves 1)=}3). 4)=)1) is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.4.

1)=}4): Suppose that R is complete and that A is basic. Let {eu ■■■,en) be the

complete set of primitive idempotents of A. Since A is Gorenstein and basic,

there exists a permutation tt of the set {1, ･･･, n) such that we have Aop-

isomorphisms Ui: Aef^WomRie^^A, R) for z= l, ■･･, n. Let fnCo be the com-

position of a canonical isomorphism ^^ci):e^^A^e^aA)** and the induced

isomorphism UomR(Ui, R): (ezWA)**^KomR(Aei, R) (l^z'^n). Put ti=Ui(ei) and

Sj=Vj(ej) (l^z, ;^n). Letting the value of ^ on e_,-^be zero if j^n(i), we

consider ^eHom^J, i?). Similary, we consider Si^UomR(A, R). It holds that e^

=3i^, sieJ=dijSt(l<i,jSn). For allAey[, s^nUgO^Hom^Wj, R)($nW(.enW))(Xei)

=^nw(enW)(Xti)=Xti(enW)=ti(er.wX). Thus, for all^e^, fiU)=fi(eBC<jA)=sa(OWei;

= ss(i)U). Let ?= Sil=i^ = Sit=iS,(0eHomiJ(^, i?). Since Hom*(J, /?)=

cHom*(M, /?)=c^ft, /=S^iUi^^) for every /eHoma(^, i?). Thus /=

(S^t^i) (2^)=^ by the above computation, where 1=^1^1. Hence HomB(^d, i?)

=At. Similary, using t=J]Si we can prove A*=tA. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

Remark 1.5. a) In the case of dim R―l, the equivalence of 1) and 2) of

Theorem 1.1 was shown in [4, Proposition 6.1].

b) If A is quasi-local,i.e., A/radA is a simple ring, then A is Gorenstein

if and only if inj dim A < co (see Corollary 1.8 below). However, there exists an

order having the finiteglobal dimension greater than d. Then inj dim A=g＼ dim A

is finite,but A is not Gorenstein. Moreover, we will give the order A which

has infinite global dimension, finiteself-injectivedimension, and is not Gorenstein

in Example 1 of section 3.

c) Let fi: AxA->R be <fi(X,ft)=t(Xfi). Then 0 is a nondegenerate associa-

tivebilinear form by Lemma 1.4. However, differing from an algebra case the

existence of such 0 doesn't necessarily imply the condition 4). Because if we

define t(EA* by t(X)=$(X, 1), then A = AtdA*. Thus TankRA=rankRA*=TznkRAt.

But we can't conclude At―A* bv this.

We generalize [6, Proposition 2.14] in the following.

Proposition 1.6. Let A be a Gorenstein order and E a finitely generated

A-module. Then we have

Extj―dim E+depthRE = d.

Proof. Using Theorem LI, the proof of [6, Proposition 2.14] works as
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it is.

COROLARY 1.7. // A is a Gorenstein order, then M^X(A) if and only ij

Exta(M, A)=0 (z'^1) and Mp is Ap-projective for all nonmaximal prime ideals p

of R. Therefore, Hom^(, A) induces a duality between -C(A) and £{Aop).

Combining Theorem 1.1 with [6, Proposition 2.14] we get the following.

Corollary 1.8. Let A be quasi-local. Then A is Gorenstein if and only ij

inj dim A<co.

The above homological properties generalize those of commutative cases.

The condition 4) provides another properties. Let A*=tA = At and a: A->A be

defined by tl―lat (X^A). Then a is an automorphism of A by Lemma 1.4.

Denote this a by at. If there existsanother se^* with A*=sA = As, then there

exists a unit X of A such that os=ixot, where ix is an inner automorphism of

A defined by p.il―lfil~x(fi^A). We generalize the computation in [3, Section

3] to our situation and describe the Nakayama functor ^=Hom≪(Homyi(, A), R)

using the above automorphism a = at. For Me mod ^4,let M" be the same ad-

ditive group as M. The action of X^A to M" is defined by m°l=mXa (m^M).

Then Ma is a yf-module.

Proposition 1.9. Let A be a Gorenstein order. Then Ul{M) = M(^)A＼loraR{A,R)

= Ma for M^X{A).

Proof. Note that HomB{M(g)AA*, R) = UomA(M, EomR(A*, R))^UomA(M, A).

Since A is Gorenstein, M(&AA* is a ^-lattice, so that m{M)~MRAA*. Since

A*―At, each element of M(&AA* is of the form m(x)£where ?7tis in M. For

iei and m0f£M(g)^*, {mRt)}.=mRtl=m2.'y&t. Hence the map MRJ4^*->M",

m6^t'-^m, is an isomorphism of yl-lattices.

2. Gorenstein orders in the sence of Auslander.

In [2], Auslander called an order A Gorenstein if A*― A as A-A-b'.moiu＼es.

This class of orders occupies the position of "symmetric orders" in the class of

Gorenstein orders in our sense. Thus we investigate these orders and related

ones in Theorem 2.1.

Let A be a Gorenstein order. Then, for any indecomposable projective A-

module P, there exists a unique simple J-module S(P) such that Ext^SCP), P)

^0 [2, Ch III,Proposition 3.31. The notation provided in the end of the pre-
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vious section is preserved in this section.

Theorem 2.1. Consider the following conditions for an order A.

1) A = A* as A-A-bimodules.

2) There exists t^A* such that A*=tA and tX=Xt for all X^A.

3) A is Gorenstein and there exists s<^A* with A*=sA = As such that <ys―ix

for a unit 1 of A.

4) A is Gorenstein and all s<^A* with A*=sA―As satisfy <Ts=ix for a unit

X of A.

5) 3Z=id on X(A), where ^=HomiJ(Homy)(, A), R).

5. a) HI―id on pr(yf), where pr(vi) is a full snbcategory of X(A) consisting

of all projective A-modules.

5.b) m='＼d on X(A)-pr(A).

6) A is Gorenstein and S(P) = P/radP for all indecomposable projective A-

modules P.

Then we have 1)<^2)<^3)^4)=^5)=95. a)<=>6) and 5)=^5. b). Moreover, if dim R

―2, then 5. b) implies that A is Gorenstein.

Proof. Using Lemma 1.4 1)≪=>2)is easily obtained. 2)=H): There exists a

unit X of A such that as=h<7t=h by 2). 4H3): This is trivial. 3)=#2): By

assumption there exists a unit ^ of A with ft<Ts=XftX~1,ft^A. Put t=X~1s&A*.

Then t^=X-1sfi=X-1fi"ss=pit for all /iel 1)=45): We have Hom^Z, >4)s

Hom^Z, R) for all XeJT(J) by assumption. Thus m=ld on X(A). 5)=)5.a),

5. b): They are trivial. 5. a)<^6): We prove this under the assumption that A

is Gorenstein. By [2, Ch III, Proposition 3.3], for a simple J-module S and a

projective J-module P, we have Ext^(S, P)sHomiJ(S(g)^Homii(P, R), Id), where

Q-*R->I0-^ /<*―>()is a minimal injective resolution of i?. Put P'―

nomA(HomR(P, R), A). Then Hom^C/3', yf)s Hom/e(P, i?) and Exd(S, P) ^

Hom^CHom^CP', S), /d). Thus we have Ext%S, P^O&P'/radP'szS. This im-

plies S(P)^P/radP^P=P/^HomiJ(P, P)=Hom^(P, A)&m(P)^P. This proves

5. a)^>6). Finally we assume dim R=2 and 5.b) and prove A to be Gorenstein.

It suffices to show that Q*^pr(A) for all (?epr(Jop). If it doesn't hold, then

there exists Q^pr(Aop) with Q* not projective. By assumption Q*=m(Q*).

Since dim R―2, Hom^Q*, A) is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay P-module. Thus

Q^HomXQ*, ^). By [2, Ch I, Lemma 7.8] we have g*=<HoiiWHomX(?*, ^), ^op)

which is a projective yi-module, a contradiction. This completes the proof.

Remark 2.2. a) We explain that some implications in Theorem 2.1 are

proper. The examples are given in section 3.
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There exists an order which satisfies5) but not 1) (Example 2).

There exists an order which satisfies5.b) but not 5.a) (Example 3).

iii) Since a local Gorenstein order always satisfies5.a), the orders of type

(IV), (V) in [1] satisfy 5.a) but not 5.b) (see [3, Section 3]).

iv) There exists a Gorenstein order which satisfiesneither 5.a) nor 5.b)

(Example 4).

v) When dim i?=l there exists an order which satisfies5.b) but is not

Gorenstein (Example 5).

b) Whether 5.b)=M Gorenstein holds, or not for dim i?^3 is an open ques-

tion. It holds that Hom^Hom^M, A), Aop)^M for all M^S(A) when dim R

^2 by [2, Ch I, Lemma 7.8]. However, we can't prove that Hom^M, A) is a

maximal Cohen-Macaulay i?-module for M<bX(A) when dim R>3.

The results in [2, Ch III,Section 1] for Gorenstein orders in the sense of

Auslander also hold for those in our sense after a slight modification using the

Nakayama functor. In particular, for orders satisfying 5.b), i.e., Jl=ld on

X(A)―pr(A), they hold without any change. Here we only state the results

about Auslander-Reiten translation r=DTrr in the following.

Proposition 2.3. ([2, Ch III, Proposition 1.8]) Let R

Gorenstein local ring with dim R―d and A a Gorenstein R-order

1) r(A)―7lQ'l~d(A) for any nonprojective A-lattice A.

be a complete

Then

2) z~l{,A)―Qd~2Jl~{A) for any noninj ective A-lattice A, where 71 =

UomAop(＼iomR(, R), A°p).

3. Examples.

Example 1. (Fujita) Let R be a discretevaluation ring with prime ele-

ment 7r. Then dim R~l. We provide an i?-orderA with gldim J = oo and

injdim A=2.

Let A

R

R

R

ttR

TtR

7CR 7CR TlR

R tzR R

tzR R R

tiR tzR R

tcR tzR R

7lR

xR

R

rcR

R

Put 2i

/O

＼

0

1

etA (1^*^5). Then P* = Ae4, P*2= Ae6, P% = Aet, Pt = Ae

0

0
/

(z and Pt=

are projective Aop

modules and Pf = (R R R xR Rf is not projective with its projective resolution

0-*Ae3-+Ae1RAe5-+Pt-*0. Thus projdirnPf=l, and so projdim^*=l. By

Corollary 1.3, injdimJ=2. On the other hand, we have gldimv4 = <x>by [5,
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Next example is due to Artin ([1], see also [3]).

Example 2. The order of type (IIk)in [1]. Let R be the power series

ring k＼_＼_u,v]], where k is an algebraically closed fieldwith char k―0. A is

an i?-order generated by x, y with the relations

x2=u, yt―ukv, xy-＼-yx=2v.

By [3] we have 37=id. Thus A satisfies5) of Theorem 2.1. It is also noted

in [3] that A doesn't satisfy 1). However, we provide here some more com-

putation in order to see how Theorem 2.1 can be applied to this case. We use

the same notation as in [3]. We have A＼―fxyA ―Afxv. For <f>^A*, 0 =

(^(xy)~2v^a))-<p(y)x + ^(x)y + ^a)xy)f,y=fxymxy)-2v<pa))+^y)x-^x)y

+$(l)xy). Thus o = afxy is given by a(r1+r2x+r3y+rixy)=r1―r2x―r3y+ray.

If A satisfies1), then there exists a unit X of A with p.a=lnl'1 for all ft^A

by Theorem 2.1. Since <72=id, X2 is in the center of A, i.e., A2ei?. Put X=

rx+rzx+r^y+ray. Then }.2=r2+riu+rlukv―riuk+1v+2r2rsv+2r2(r1+riv)x +

2r3(r1+rAv)y+2ri(r1+riv)xy. Thus r2=r3=r4=0 or r!+r4y=0. In the former

case, we have 1<=R, and then <7=id, a contradiction. In the latter case, a unit

/Perad R, a contradiction. Thus A doesn't satisfy 1).

In the following examples 3,4,5, R is the same as in Example 1.

Example 3.(Roggenkamp [7]) An order A such that 32=id on £{A)―pr(A)

hut- <77=£irlT pf-

＼

R tzR R

71R

R

R R R

TtR xR R R

X

xR TtR ttR R

/

e

I1 1° ＼

0 1
=

0 ' "= 0
＼

0/
＼

0/

0

0

1

1

where R = R means the set {{x + ity, x); x, jyei?}. Put Pi=etA (i=l, 2, 3). The

Auslander-Reiten quiver of X(A) is
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(R nR R R)=Pt
r ＼

)
<

＼ /

(itR R R R)=P2

(tcR tcR R R) (R R R R)....
＼

(*

I

(xR nR R R)
/

R zR R R＼
X

R xR tcR Rl
＼

467

― Ps

(itR tcR tcR R) {tcR tcR tcR R)

where dotted lines represents r-orbits and isomorphic lattices are identified.

Using Proposition 2.3 we can show 71―Id on £{A)―pr(vi). On the other hand,

m(P1)=P2> m{P2)=Pu m{Pz)=Pz hold.

Example 4. A Gorenstein order which satisfiesneither 5.a) nor 5.b). Let

A

IR 7T2R JT2
{r

R n2

＼R R R

Put et=l
1

.

1°
0

I and Pi=etA, Yt
1/

=radPi (z=l, 2, 3). Then we have P^=Ae2, Pf=Ae3, P%=Aex and 22CPi)=P2,

m(P2)=P3, m(P3)=P1> m(Y1)=Y3, m(Y2)=Y1} m(Ys)=Y2 by directcomputations.

Thus A satisfiesour requirement.

Example 5. Let A

/ R t:R tz

=＼nR R x

＼ R R R

and eitPi be the same as in Example 4

(*=1, 2, 3). We have P?=Ae2) P＼―Aex, and Pf is not JOJ)-projective. Thus A

is not Gorenstein. Put Y=(R R 7ri?)=radP3. Then m(Y)=Y, m{Px)=Pz, m(P2)

―Pu ^n(P3)―Y. Since P3 is a noninjective lattice and />3sradP2, we have an

almost splitsequence O-*/^―>Pi0P2―J7-->0. Since Y=(Ae3)* is an injective lat-

tice, the following is a connected component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver

of £(A＼

P3< ― Y

Thus it coincides with the Auslander-Reiten quiver of X(A). Therefore, 32=id

on X(A)―pr(A), but A is not Gorenstein. We note that HomAoP(UomA(Y, A), Aop)

= (R R R)i^Y holds in this case.
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Note added In proof. Vasconcelos obtained Proposition 1.6 in the more

general context (On quasi-localregular algebras, Sympos. Math. XI, Academic

Press, 1973, 11-22). He called an algebra which satisfies the condition 3) of

Theorem 1.1 moderated Gorenstein algebra and showed the equality of Propo-

sition 1.6 (section 3, Remark of the above cited paper).
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